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This paper structurally characterizes the complexity of ranking. A set A is (strongly) 
P-rankable if there is a polynomial time computable functionfso that for all x,f(x) computes 
the number of elements of A that are lexicographically < x, i.e., the rank of x with respect to 
A. This is the strongest of three notions of P-ranking we consider in this paper. We say a class 
%’ is P-rankable if all sets in %? are P-rankable. Our main results show that with the same 
certainty with which we believe counting to be complex, and thus with at least the certainty 
with which we believe P #NP, P has no uniform, strong, weak, or enumerative ranking 
functions. We show that: 
l P and NP are equally likely to be P-rankable, i.e., P is P-rankable if and only if NP 
is P-rankable. 
. P is P-rankable if and only if P = Pxp. This extends work of Blum, Goldberg, and 
Sipser. 
. Even the two weaker notions of P-ranking that we study are hard if P # P*‘. 
. If P has small ranking circuits, then it has small ranking circuits of relatively low 
complexity. 
. If P has small ranking circuits then counting is in the polynomial hierarchy, i.e., 
PXP~Z$=PH. 
l P/poly has small ranking circuits if and only if P*p/poly = P xpipO’y = P/poly. 
l If P is P-rankable, then P/poly has small ranking circuits. This links the ranking 
complexity of uniform and nonuniform classes. 
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. The ranks of some strings in easy sets are of high relative time-bounded Kolmogorov 
complexity unless P = PC’. It follows that even a type of approximate ranking, enumerative 
ranking, is hard unless P = P #‘, 
l The complexity of generating “the next largest” element in a set has clear structural 
characterizations. In particular, (1) we can elliciently tind some element of polynomial 
hierarchy sets at an input length if and only if P = PH n P/poly, and (2) we can efficiently find 
some element of a polynomial hierarchy set greater than an input if and only if all sets in NP 
have inlinite P-printable subsets. 6 1990 Academic PIES, IDC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper characterizes the complexity of ranking sets from standard complexity 
classes such as P, NP, PSPACE, and P/poly. Over the past decade, much effort has 
been spent studying the complexity of the membership problem for languages from 
NP and PSPACE [GJ79]. At the same time, Valiant [Va179a, Va179b], Angluin 
[Ang80], Stockmeyer [Sto85], Valiant and Vazirani [VVSS], and Jerrum, 
Valiant, and Vazirani [JVV86] have studied the complexity of the counting problem 
for NP: how hard is it to determine the number of satisfying assignments that a 
given boolean formula has? 
The counting problem is formalized by Valiant’s counting class #P [Va179a], 
the class of functions that count the accepting paths of a nondeterministic polyno- 
mial time (NP) Turing machine. A function f is in # P if and only if there is an NP 
machine N such that for every x, f(x) equals the number of accepting paths of 
N(x). P#’ is the language class of sets accepted by some polynomial time machine 
with a #P oracle. 
This papers studies the ranking problem: given a fixed set, how hard is it to deter- 
mine the rank of elements within that set. Intuitively put, the ranking problem 
seems harder than the membership problem (since given a language A and a string 
x, one can answer “x E A?” if one can compute the ranks of x and x - 1) and is 
closely related to the counting problem. 
Studying the ranking problem gives a new perspective on the determinism-vs- 
nondeterminism question. It is likely that P # NP, and thus that the membership 
problem for NP is harder than the membership problem for P. Nonetheless, we 
shall show that the ranking problems of NP and P stand or fall together: either 
both are easy or both are hard. 
Another reason that ranking is of interest is that it is a natural generalization to 
nonsparse sets of the concept of P-printability. A set S is P-printable if there is a 
polynomial time function that on input 1” prints all strings in S of length &n 
(Hartmanis and Yesha [HY84]). Work by Adleman [Ad179], Allender and 
Rubinstein [AR88], Balcazar and Book [BB86], Hartmanis and Hemachandra 
[HH88b], and Hemachandra and Wechsung [HW] has shown P-printability to be 
intimately related to Kolmogorov complexity and to the P = NP question. In 
worlds where P = NP, the sparse sets S that separate NPS from Ps are exactly 
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those that are Ps-printable [BB86, HH88b]. It is well known that a sparse set is 
strongly P-rankable if and only if it is P-printable [AR88]. 
Thus rankability provides one natural generalization to dense sets of the notion 
of P-printability, which applies only to sparse sets. Other generalizations of 
printability to dense sets are self-encodability and self-P-producibility, essentially 
equivalent notions, which have been explored by Ko, Long, and Selman (see 
[Ko85, p. 228]), Balcazar and Book [BB86], and Hartmanis and Hemachandra 
[HH88b]. 
Certain ranking problems are easy. Sipser [GS85] proves that 1-way-Logspace 
sets have easy ranking problems and Allender [A11851 proves that certain classes 
of automata accept only sets with easy ranking functions. Huynh and Bertoni, 
Goldwurm, and Sabadini show that unambiguous context-free languages [BGS87], 
and indeed all languages accepted by l-way unambiguous auxiliary pushdown 
automata [Huy88], have counting functions computable in NC’. 
Nonetheless, Blum, Goldberg, and Sipser [GS85] (see also [Huy88]) show that 
some simple sets may have hard ranking problems: if a certain set in P can be 
strongly P-ranked then #P functions can be computed by polynomial time 
machines. We prove the converse of this result and thus completely characterize 
when P is strongly P-rankable, and we study other approaches to the ranking 
problem-ranking with circuits, the complexity of ranking circuits, and 
approximate ranking. 
DEFINITION 1.1. 1. For any set A E Z *, the strong rank function fA is defined for 
all XEC* by 
f.Ax) = IA hxl, 
where A’” indicates all strings in A that are lexicographically <xx. A set A is 
strongly P-rankable it its strong rank function fA is polynomial time computable. 
In this case, we call fA a strong P-ranker. A strong ranking function tells us the 
number of elements in A up to a given string. 
2. For any set A E Z*, the rank function g, is defined by: 
(a) (VxEA)[gA(x)= IAGX1], and 
(b) (Vx#A)[g,(x)=“not in A”]. 
A set A is P-rankable if its rank function g, is polynomial time computable. 
A P-ranking function ranks elements that are in the set but merely detects the non- 
membership of those outside the set. 
3. A function h is a weak rank function of set A if 
(VxEA)[h(x)= /A”“1]. 
A set is weakly P-rankable if it has a weak rank function that is polynomial time 
computable. A weak P-ranking function may (deviously) output false values on 
inputs not in A. 
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4. We use P-rankable, weak-P-rankable, and strong-P-rankable to denote the 
class of languages having these properties. 
5. We say a language class %? is P-rankable if all languages in %? are 
P-rankable, i.e., if %‘s P-rankable (similarly for weakly P-rankable and strong 
P-rankable). 
6. We use PH to denote the polynomial hierarchy [Sto77]: Ct= P; 
Z‘p=NPZy-l for i>i; PH=UiaoZF. 
Section 2 proves our first ranking result, which 
l characterizes the complexity of ranking in structural terms, 
l shows that even weak types of ranking are hard unless complexity classes 
collapse, and 
l shows that the P-ranking problems for P and NP are equally likely to be 
easy. 
THEOREM 2.1. The following are equivalent: 
1. P=P#p. 
2. P = P-rankable. 
3. P = strong-P-rankable. 
4. P G weak-P-rankable. 
5. P 5 weak-P-rankable. 
6. NP = P-rankable. 
7. NP = strong-P-rankable. 
8. NP c weak-P-rankable. 
9. NP 5 weak-P-rankable. 
10. PH = P-rankable. 
COROLLARY 2.3. P is P-rankable if and only if NP is P-rankable. 
Given our belief that sets in P are hard to rank, it is natural to ask whether sets 
in P have small ranking circuits. That is, does each set A in P have a family of cir- 
cuits ci, so (1) IciJ grows polynomially in i and (2) on any x of length i, Ci computes 
the rank of x in A? (Here each ci will be a circuit of logical gates [Sav72], with 
enough output wires to carry any possible binary value of the rank.) 
Section 3 shows that if P has small ranking circuits then the power of counting 
is dominated by the polynomial hierarchy. 
THEOREM 3.5. Zf P has small ranking circuits, then P-#’ s L’s = PH. 
Our proof has two steps: 
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1. We show that if a set has small (but possibly complex) ranking circuits, 
then it has small ranking circuits that are relatively easily computed, i.e., they are 
printed by A$ machine. ’ This technique of pulling circuits and sets down into the 
polynomial hierarchy has been mined by Hartmanis and by Balcazar, Book, Long, 
Selman, and &honing [BBL+84] in their work on sparse oracles. In our applica- 
tion, given the assumption of small circuits, we show that a boolean formula with 
shallow quantifier nesting can verify that a given circuit is a valid ranking circuit 
for a given set in P-intuitively, this says that quantifiers can count. 
2. We combine our result with the small circuit theorem of Karp and Lipton 
[KLSO] to obtain Theorem 3.5. 
Section 4 turns from studying the ranking problem of uniform classes such as P 
and NP to studying the ranking problem of the nonuniform complexity class 
P/poly (see [Sch86] for a discussion of results about P/poly). P/poly, the class of 
sets with small circuits, is an important class. Sets in P/poly are near P in the sense 
that with a sparse amount of additional information for each input length a P 
machine can accept any given P/poly set. The central result on P/poly is that if 
P/poly 2 NP, then the polynomial hierarchy collapses to its second level [KL80]. 
Some classes that we discuss, in particular P/poly, contain a nondenumerable 
number of sets; thus many standard techniques no longer apply. For example, these 
classes lack many-one complete languages. Thus we must modify the proof techni- 
ques of previous sections to eliminate their reliance on complete languages. 
A study of other classes that are suspected (for different reasons) not to have 
complete languages and of the techniques that apply to these classes appears in 
papers of Sipser [Sip82], Hartmanis and Immerman [HI85], Hartmanis and 
Hemachandra [HH88a], and Hemachandra [Hem88]. They show that many 
probabilistic, intersection, and counting classes may not have complete languages 
(and do not, in some relativized worlds), and that if these classes do have complete 
languages they are of a particularly simple form. 
By simple counting we show that P/poly is not P-rankable. As a nonuniform 
analogue of the results of Section 2, we show that P/poly has small ranking circuits 
if and only if P/poly = P#‘/poly. A connection between the rankability of P and 
P/poly follows from this. If the uniform class P can be uniformly ranked (i.e., 
P-ranked), then the nonuniform class P/poly can be nonuniformly ranked. 
THEOREM 4.3. P/poly has small ranking circuits o P/poly = P#‘/poly. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If P is P-rankable then P/poly has small ranking circuits. 
Having shown in the previous sections that even weak or nonuniform ranking of 
P causes unlikely collapses of complexity classes, we naturally ask whether it is easy 
to approximate the rank functions of sets in P. This is an open question posed by 
Goldberg and Sipser [GSSS]. 
I As a corollary of Theorem 3.5, we’ll see that the circuits are much simpler than this (Corollary 3.6). 
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It follows directly from the fact that the ranking functions of P sets belong to # P 
(see “( 1) =z. (7)” of the proof of Theorem 2.1) and from Stockmeyer’s result that 
approximate counting can be done in d;, that df machines can compute 
“approximate ranks” for P sets. The notion here is that the “approximate rank” will 
be related to the true rank by a multiplicative factor that is around 1 + O(npd), 
where d is arbitrary but fixed. 
Section 5 studies a different notion of approximate ranking, which we call 
enumerative ranking. Cai and Hemachandra [CH] introduce a notion of 
enumerative counting in which they ask whether one can quickly compute a small 
set of candidate solutions to a #P problem, one of which is guaranteed to be 
correct. They show that their notion of enumerative counting is Turing equivalent 
to exact counting. Thus this type of enumerative counting is as hard as exact 
counting. 
Let us adopt the similar approach to enumeration of ranks. 
DEFINITION 1.2. We say a set A is k-enumeratively-rankable if there is a polyno- 
mial time computable function f so for every x, f(x) prints a set of k numbers, one 
of which is the rank of x with respect to A. 
Similarly we can define g(n)-enumeratively-rankable. As a corollary of the 
abovementioned result of [CH], we show that enumerative ranking is impossible 
unless P = P#‘. 
THEOREM 5.1. P = P#’ if and only iffor each set A E P there exists some positiluf 
integer k such that A is k-enumerative-rankable. 
With some care, we can show that P = P #’ if and only if each set A in P for 
some E, is n1/2PEA -enumeratively rankable, where n is the input length. 
Section 6 studies the complexity of ranking in terms of the complexity of 
generating elements of a set [JVV86, AAB +, HH89]. We introduce new weak 
notions of ranking and show each to have a complete characterization in terms of 
the structure of complexity classes. In particular, we say that a set S is oaguely 
rankable if there is a polynomial time function f such that if S has some elements 
of length 1x1, thenf(x) prints some such element, and if S has no elements of length 
jx/,.f(x) prints nothing. We show that the polynomial hierarchy is vaguely rankable 
if and only if P = PH n P/poly. 
Section 7 summarizes the above results and presents related open problems. 
Thus this paper structurally characterizes the complexity of uniform, weak, non- 
uniform, and enumerative ranking. It follows from the characterizations that if our 
intuition about the inequality of certain complexity classes (such as P and P#‘) is 
correct, then ranking lies beyong the grasp of polynomial time. 
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2. WHEN CAN UNIFORM COMPLEXITY CLASSES BE RANKED? 
This section answers the questions: 
l Is NP harder to rank than P? 
l When can P be ranked? 
l When can NP be ranked? 
l When can PSPACE be ranked? 
THEOREM 2.1. The following are equivalent: 
1. P=P#p. 
2. P = P-rankable. 
3. P = strong-P-rankable. 
4. P c weak-P-rankable. 
5. P 5 weak-P-rankable. 
6. NP = P-rankable. 
7. NP = strong-P-rankable. 
8. NP G weak-P-rankable. 
9. NP 5 weak-P-rankable. 
10. PH = P-rankable. 
Blum, Goldberg, and Sipser [GSSS] show that if a certain P set is strongly 
P-rankable then all #P functions can be computed in polynomial time. Their 
method is to construct a set combining formulas and their assignments, so that 
all the variable assignments to a formula are lexicographically adjacent. Thus 
computing a #P question reduces to the problem of subtracting two ranks, i.e., 
computing how many variable assignments are satisfying (and thus in the set). 
This method fails for weak P-rankers; the extreme assignments may be out of the 
sets, and thus the ranker’s answers about them may be lies. We modify of the 
argument of Blum, Goldberg, and Sipser to show that if all P sets are even weakly 
P-rankable, then P = P#‘. 
A weak P-ranker may give false ranks for elements out of the set, but is correct 
for elements in the set. We take advantage of the ranker’s correctness on these 
values by inserting easily located beacons into the set. The weak P-ranker of course 
is compelled to be truthful on these beacons, and we force it to solve a #P query 
(this is done in the proof below that (4) * (1)). 
Going the other way, (1) * (7) below shows how to strongly rank NP sets when 
P = P#‘. Simply put, when P = P#‘, we can bring down from the #P oracle, one 
bit at a time, the correct ranks of strings from our NP language. 
Notation 2.2. Rank,(x) = der IA 6xl, i.e., the number of strings in A that are 
lexicographically d x. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Obvious implications that we use are (3)* (2)* (4), 
(7)=(6)=-(8), (8)*(4), (10)*(2), (1)&(2)*(10), and (7)+(3). We prove 
that (4)*(f), (l)=(7), (4)=(5), and (8)=(g). Thus (l)*(7)=>(6)=> 
(8)[-(9)1~(4)C(r5)1~(1), (1)+(7)=7(3)*(4)=>(l), and (10)=+-(2)= 
(2) & (1) G- (10). Thus (1) through (10) are all equivalent. 
[(4)=-(l)]. To show that P=P#’ it suffices to show that #SAT (i.e., comput- 
ing the number of solutions to a boolean formula F) can be done by a polynomial 
time machine. Let 
L = Satisfiers v Beacons, 
where Satisfiers= {F# 01 # z[ IzI = 3 IFI and z is a vector that assigns all 
variables of boolean formula F (followed by padding ones) and F is satisfied by 
the assignment coded by z} and Beacons={y#00#13’Y’IyEZ*}u 
{y # 11 # 13’Y’ I y GE*}. Clearly L E P and by hypothesis (4), L has a weak 
P-ranker. 
Asked the #SAT question about boolean formula F, we use our weak P-ranker 
to compute in polynomial time the integer: 
(Rank,(F# 11 # 13~FI)-Rank,(F#00# 13’“‘))-1. (1) 
This equals the number of solutions of F, as the beacons are in L and get truthful 
responses from the weak P-ranker. A difference of one between the above ranks is 
due to the beacons’ rank difference, and any additional difference comes from 
satisfying assignments to F that are lexicographically sandwiched between the 
beacons. Thus with a weak P-ranker for L we compute #SAT in polynomial time, 
so P=P#p. 
[( 1) * (7)]. Clearly every strongly P-rankable language is in P, and hence a 
fortiori in NP. Assuming P = P#‘, we must show that an arbitrary language 
L E NP can be strongly P-ranked. Since NP G P#‘, hypothesis (1) implies NP = P, 
and so L is accepted by some polynomial time machine M. There is an NP machine 
N such that, on any input x, N nondeterministically prints a string y as a “guess” 
on its tape, subject to the restriction that y is lexicographically <x. N then 
simulates M on input y deterministically and accepts if and only if M(y) accepts. 
Since N is an NP machine, its counting function c, (cN(x) = the number of accepting 
paths of N(x)) is in #P. Clearly, by our choice of N, we have Rank,(x) = cN(x). 
Thus the language Lbits = {x # i # b I cN(x) has > i bits and the ith bit is b} is in 
P. By repeatedly using Lbits to get one more bit of c,(x), we can compute in 
polynomial time cN(x) = Rank,(x), and thus we have strongly P-ranked the 
language L. 
i(4)= (5)], [(S) = (9)]. That (5) implies (4) and (9) implies (8) follow 
immediately. 
Every language having exactly one string of each length n 20 is weakly 
P-rankable by the function x H 1x1, which is polynomial time computable. Since 
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there clearly are nonrecursive languages L with this property (via diagonalization 
or Kolmogorov complexity), we have (4) * (5) and (8) * (9). 1 
Aside from showing that ranking is complex, Theorem 2.1 reveals a striking con- 
trast between the determinism-vs-nondeterminism questions for membership and 
counting. We believe that P # NP and thus the membership problems of NP and 
P are of different complexities, respectively hard and easy. Corollary 2.3 says that 
either the ranking problems of P and NP are both easy, or are both hard. 
COROLLARY 2.3. P is P-rankable if and only if NP is P-rankable. 
Though at first somewhat surprising, this is not hard to understand. The ranking 
problems of P and NP are so complex that if either is easy it causes a major 
collapse of complexity classes, which in turn destroys any difference between P and 
NP. 
Only a powerful complexity class can avoid being pulled into polynomial time if 
P = P#‘. PSPACE may be such a class; it is easy to see that: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. PSPACE is P-rankable if and only ij- P = PSPACE. 
It is possible that the ranking problem of PSPACE may be hard even if the 
ranking problems of P and NP are easy. However, no oracle is known to certify 
this possibility (i.e., for no known oracle A is PA = PgpA # PSPACEA), and the 
possible existence of such an oracle is a major open question about the polynomial 
hierarchy that remains open even in light of Yao’s breakthrough [Yao85] and Ko’s 
constructions [Ko88]. 
3. SMALL RANKING CIRCUITS AND P 
In this section, we answer the questions: 
l What happens if P has small strong-ranking circuits? 
l What happens if P has small ranking circuits? 
l What occurs if P has small weak-ranking circuits? 
Having small circuits for a problem is the next best thing to having a polynomial 
time algorithm. If a problem has small circuits, there are relatively small machines 
that solve the problem for all non-enormous instances. 
The previous section gives strong evidence that not all languages L E P can be 
ranked with P machines. A natural weaker goal is to find small circuits for the 
ranking problem of L. For example, the set of primes has small circuits ([Rab76, 
Ad178], see [Sch86, pp. 33, 40]), but is not known to belong to P [APL80, GK86, 
AH87]. 
511/41/2-8 
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Again, we prove that ranking is probably hard. If all sets in P can be ranked with 
small circuits, then the power of counting falls into the polynomial hierarchy. 
We first that if P has small strong-ranking circuits, then P#’ c C: = PH. Then 
we note how to modify the proof to obtain the more powerful result that if P has, 
small ranking circuits, then P#’ G C$’ = PH. 
Indeed, one can similarly show that if P has small weak-ranking circuits, the 
same conclusion holds: P#’ E C$ = PH. 
3.1. Zf P has Small Strong-Ranking Circuits then P#’ G Ci 
The crucial step in our proof is to show that if P has small strong-ranking 
circuits (possibly complex ones), then it has small strong-ranking circuits that are 
relatively simple, i.e., printable by a A: machine. 
Balcazar, Book, Long, Schbning, and Selman [BBL +84] and Hartmanis use the 
paradigm of pulling down complexities in their work on sparse oracles. Our 
application to ranking of “pulling complexities down into the polynomial 
hierarchy” is a bit subtle. Our goal is to show that if small strong-ranking circuits 
exist then we can compute them using only a few polynomially bounded quantifiers. 
Simply put, we guess a small circuit and make sure that the function that it 
computes: 
1. starts at zero, 
2. increases by one at each (small enough) string in L, and 
3. stays the same at each (small enough) string not in L. 
If so, the circuit is a small strong-ranking circuit. 
This is done in Lemma 3.2 below. Theorem 3.3 follows after an appeal to a result 
of Karp and Lipton on the consequences of NP having small circuits. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We say a set L has small strong-ranking circuits if there is a 
family {ci} of circuits such that: 
1. ( ci 1 is polynomial in i, and 
2. for all x with 1x1 d i, ci(x) outputs Rank,(x). 
Comments on Definition 3.1. 
l When we say ci(x), we of course assume that x is prefixed by enough 
leading special padding characters ( # ) to make its length exactly i. (Equivalently 
our circuits could have two wires for each input, one to say if there was a digit in 
that place and another to give the digit’s value. Alternatively, we could use log i 
extra inputs to specify the length.) 
l Typical definitions of a family of small circuits [Sch86] have circuit ci per- 
form correctly on all length i strings. Our definition (which will shorten the proofs) 
says it performs correctly on all length < i strings. It is clear that a set L has small 
strong-ranking circuits under the first definition if and only if it has small strong- 
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ranking circuits under the second definition (one direction is trivial, in the other 
direction our circuit first determines the length of the (unpadded) input and uses 
the appropriate circuit). 
LEMMA 3.2. If P has small strong-ranking circuits, then every P set has a family 
of small strong-ranking circuits that is printable by a A$ ( = PNpNP) machine. 
THEOREM 3.3. If P has small strong-ranking circuits, then P#’ E ,Z’; = PH. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let L E P have small strong-ranking circuits. W.1.o.g. 
suppose that Ici 1 < ik for some fixed k and all i. 
Note that it suffices to show that the bottom NP machine of an NPNP machine 
can find (if one exists) a small strong-ranking circuit consistent with some prefix, 
for L up to a given length. This is because then a PNpNP ( = A!) machine with this 
NPNP oracle can print a small circuit. It does so by getting one bit of the circuit 
at a time from the oracle with queries of the form, “Is there a strong-ranking circuit 
for L up to length i whose representation starts with bits OOllOl?” 
More rigorously, let k be the degree of the polynomial growth of the small 
circuits. Let LCirC = { l’# c 1 There exists a circuit representation c so that ICI < ik 
and c has prefix 0 and c is a strong-ranking circuit for L up to length i}. 
Here is the NPNP procedure that accepts Lcirc. x_ denotes the string that 
lexicographically precedes x and E denotes the empty string. Let (T be the prefix we 
are extending and ci 7 0 indicate that (the representation of circuit) ci starts with 
the bits 0. Recall that the expression below simply says we start at zero, increase 
by one at elements of L, and stay the same at nonmembers of L. 
XE Lcirc o(3c,.Icil <ik)(ci 7 0 A [(EEL A ci(e)= 1) 
v (E $ L A Ci(&) = O)] 
A (Vx.lx( <i)[(x~L A ci(x)-ci(x-)= 1 
V (X$L A Ci(X)-Ci(X-)=o)]). 
This depth-two-polynomially-bounded-quantifier language, Lcirc, can be accepted 
by an NPNP machine (the base machine does the 3 and the NP oracle does the V, 
see Stockmeyer [Sto77]). This, as noted at the start of this proof, suffices to prove 
our lemma. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. By Lemma 3.2, every P set has small strong-ranking cir- 
cuits computable in A:. Thus we can solve #SAT, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
with two calls to this A<-computable object, and thus place Pxp E Pds = A:. But it 
is easy to see that if P has small strong-ranking circuits then NP has small 
membership circuits (via the language Beacons of the proof of Theorem 2.1). So by 
the Karp-Lipton result [KL80], Z; = Z7; = PH. Thus P#’ E A$ G PH EC;. 1 
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3.2. If P has Small Weak-Ranking Circuits or Small Ranking Circuits then 
PgpCZp 2 
This follows the same argument as the previous section, except we must account 
for the change from strong-ranking circuits to ranking circuits. The potential 
problem is that a ranking circuit, on input x 4 L, merely says “this is not in L” 
(unlike a strong-ranker, which ranks nonmembers). 
Given that a collection of small ranking circuits exists, we guess a small circuit 
and make sure that the function it computes meets conditions which guarantee that 
it really is a ranking circuit of L, as argued before in the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Simply put, our conditions are that the function starts at zero, is correct about 
membership and nonmembership, and increases its rank exactly one between adja- 
cent members of L. These conditions bear contrast with the simpler conditions used 
to check the strong-ranking circuits of Section 3.1. 
Spelled out in full, our conditions on the function f that the guessed circuit com- 
putes are that f: 
1. starts at zero, 
2. at each (small enough) string out of L function f proclaims nonmem- 
bership, 
3. at each (small enough) string in L function f proclaims membership by 
announcing (its version of) the string’s rank. 
4. for every pair of (small enough) strings x, y (w.1.o.g. y is lexicographically 
greater than x), such that: 
(a) f thinks that x and y are in L and thus gives them ranks, and 
(b) there exists no string z lexicographically between x and y in L 
the rank f assigns y is exactly one greater than the rank f assigns x. 
Looking at the quantifier structures implicit in the above conditions, they can be 
written as a C; predicate; so we can print a small ranking circuit with a A; 
machine. Theorem 3.5 now follows as in the previous section. 
Interestingly, as a corollary of the theorem, we conclude that the circuits can be 
printed by a A< machine.* 
LEMMA 3.4. If P has small ranking circuits, then every P set has a family of small 
ranking circuits that is printable by a A$ machine. 
THEOREM 3.5. If P has small ranking circuits, then P#’ c Z; = PH. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Zf P has small ranking circuits, then each P set has a family of 
small ranking circuits that is printable by a A< machine. 
2 Even though we conclude that all languages in the polynomial hierarchy are in .Z;,P, some functions 
computable by polynomial hierarchy machines may need A; machines, which use Z$ oracles to get 
longer and longer prefixes of the functions’ outputs. 
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By slightly modifying the four conditions above3 we can strengthen our results to 
apply to small weak-ranking circuits. 
THEOREM 3.7. Zf P has small weak-ranking circuits, then P#’ E C$ = PH. 
4. RANKING P/Poly 
This section answers the questions: 
l When can P/poly have small ranking circuits? 
l What techniques can be used in proofs about uncountable classes, which 
necessarily lack polynomial many-one complete sets? 
The classes P/poly and P#‘/poly contain uncountably many languages. Because 
of this, they are immune to many techniques we use on standard complexity classes 
such as P and NP. In particular, they have no many-one complete languages, at 
least with respect to uniform many-one reductions, so the technique of 
Theorem 2.1, which used the fact that rendering #SAT polynomial time com- 
putable makes all of #P polynomial time computable, does not apply. 
We prove an analogue of Theorem 2.1 without using any complete language. 
Thus complete sets, usually a crucial tool, seem to have been thrown aside. 
However, when we look carefully, we see what has happened. Before, our proof 
centered on a complete set and the set dragged its class with it. Now, our proofs 
must take an arbitrary member of the nondenumerable class and operate on it. 
Thus instead of working with a simple set like #SAT, we work directly with an 
arbitrary P#‘/poly set by formalizing in the standard way [Coo71; Har78] the 
computations of its underlying machine. 
Also, note that by simple counting, P/poly is not P-rankable; this is because 
P/poly contains sets spanning an uncountable number of ranking functions, and 
there are only a countable number of P-rankers. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. P/poly is not weakly P-rankable. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A language L is in P #‘/poly if there is a polynomial time 
Turing machine M, a #P function f, and an advice function g such that: 
1. W)Wx)[lg(x)l < I.# + kl, and 
2. (Vx)[M,/(x # g( 1’“‘) accepts if and only if XEL]. 
Put another way, L is in P#‘/poly if a P#’ machine, given a wee amount of free 
3 Eliminate condition 2. Change condition 1 so that it checks that the first string in the set is indeed 
assigned rank one. 
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advice that depends only on the length of the input, can compute L. It is easy to 
prove that 
where the #P/poly oracle counts the accepting paths of NP machines that are 
given a wee amount of advice. 
THEOREM 4.3. P/poly has small ranking circuits if and only if 
P/poly = P#P/poly = P-#p’pO’y. 
Remark. In this proof we revert to the standard notion of families of circuits 
accepting languages, rather than computing functions as in the previous proof, and 
we use the standard definition of circuits-ach circuit accepts all strings of the set 
of some single length. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. ( e ) Given LE P/poly, we know that L has small 
circuits. We wish to show that L has small ranking circuits. 
Let N be an NP machine that, on any input of the form x # c,, # ... # cjX,, 
makes a nondeterministic path for each string y lexicographically <x. The path 
associated with y will accept if and only if the circuit clY, accepts y. Clearly, if the 
circuits given to N are correct circuits for L, then Rank.(x) equals the number of 
accepting paths of N(x). 
A P#‘/poly machine whose #P oracle is the counting function of N and whose 
advice function is the circuit family of L can compute the ranking function, and in 
particular, can accept the following languages Lk, for each fixed 0 <k < 1x1. 
Lk = {x # bl the kth bit of Rank,(x) is 6) 
By assumption, P#‘/poly = P/poly, so we have small circuits for L,, L,, . . . . L,,, , 
i.e., each circuit computes one bit of the ranking function. We can easily fan out the 
inputs and combine these circuits, thus obtained a small ranking circuit for our 
arbitrary P/poly language L. 
( * ) Let L be an arbitrary language in P#‘/poly. We show that, if P/poly has 
small ranking circuits, then L is in P/poly. W.1.o.g. let the #P oracle of the 
P#‘/poly machine accepting L be the counting function (computing the number of 
accepting paths) of the machine N. Since N is an NP machine, we may suppose that 
N runs in nondeterministic time O(n’) for some fixed integer 1. Define: 
L’= {x # 01 # path # lpadl [path # lpad( = (xI’+~ and 
N(x) has path as an accepting path} 
u {x # 00 # l’X”+‘IXEC*} 
u{x # 11 # l’“““IXEz*}. 
Then L’ E P, so from our assumption L’ has small ranking circuits. 
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Here is how to accept L with a P/poly machine. Our advice will consist of the 
advice given to L by Definition 4.2 plus the small ranking circuits of L’. On input 
x, the P/poly machine simulates the run of the P#‘/poly machine accepting L 
(recall, we have its advice function) up to its first call to its #P oracle; say the call 
is y. We know that the answer will be (see Eq. (1)) 
{Rank,(y # 11 # 1 IYik+‘)-Rank,(y # 00 # lt~““)} - 1. 
But from our advice function, we have small circuits computing the rank function of 
L’, so our P/poly machine can easily do the above subtraction, and thus answer the 
first query made in the run of P #‘/poly. 
Our P/poly machine continues to simulate the P#‘/poly machine accepting L, 
answering later queries in the same way. Thus we have accepted an arbitrary 
language L E P #‘/poly via a P/poly machine. 1 
It is easy to see that 
P = P#p * P/poly = P#P/poly. 
From Theorems 2.1 and 4.3, it follows that if uniform (P) sets can be uniformly 
ranked, then nonuniform sets (P/poly) can be nonuniformly ranked. Thus uniform 
and nonuniform ranking problems are structurally related. (Yap [Yap831 has 
related uniform and nonuniform membership and hierarchy questions.) 
COROLLARY 4.4. If P is P-rankable, then P/poly has small ranking circuits. 
5. ENUMERATIVE RANKING 
In this section we answer the question: 
l Do all sets in P have enumerative rankers? 
The number of possible ranks a given string x can have, expressed in terms of its 
length, is on the order of 2 Ix’. An enumerative ranker (recall Definition 1.2) reduces 
this huge set of potential ranks to a small set of plausible ranks. It follows that if 
all P sets have enumerative rankers, then the ranks of strings in P sets are of low 
relative Kolmogorov complexity. The small name of a rank, relative to the string it 
ranks, is its rank (index) in the small set of plausible ranks. 
This enumerative approach to approximation is modeled after the work of Cai 
and Hemachandra [CH] on enumerative counting, and our results follow as 
corollaries of their main theorem: Suppose there exists an E, 0 <E < 1, and a 
polynomial time machine M such that for every boolean formula f, M(f) outputs 
a set of m values, where m < 1 f 1’ -‘, of which one of the values is the number of 
satisfying assignments to f: Then P = P#‘. 
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Our key observation is that if we have a k-enumerative-ranker (Definition 1.2), 
we can k2-enumerate #SAT. Why? With a k-enumerative-ranker, when we do the 
subtraction of ranks that yields our #SAT answer (as in the proof of Theorem 2.1), 
we now have k possibilities for each of the two participating ranks in the subtrac- 
tion, so we have k2 overall possibilities. The following theorem follows from this 
observation, the result of [CH], and an easy converse direction that is a corollary 
of Theorem 2.1. Theorem 5.1 below says that it is unlikely that we can 
enumeratively rank all sets in P. Indeed, enumerative ranking is so hard that it is 
no more likely that we can enumeratively rank them in polynomial time than that 
we can exactly rank them in polynomial time. 
THEOREM 5.1. P = P#’ if and only $ each set A E P has a k-enumerative-ranker 
for some k. 
Indeed, since (by the observation above) we need only square the size of the 
enumerative list for ranking to get the size of the enumerative list for #SAT, and 
since the [CH] result is valid up to O(n’-“)-enumerative-counting, we can even 
conclude that: 
THEOREM 5.2. P = P#’ if and only if for each set A E P there exists an E,., > 0 
such that A has an O(n1’2-EA)-enumerative-ranker. 
6. RANKING AND GENERATION 
Ranking can be viewed as specific case of a function that, in time polynomial in 
its output, generates an element of a set. We study more general cases of such func- 
tions and characterize their behavior. 
THEOREM 6.1. A set S is strongly rankable if and only if there exists a function 
g that runs in time polynomial in its output such that (Vx E S)[g(Rank,(x)) = x], 
where Rank( .) is as defined in Notation 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. ( * ) To compute g(l), strongly rank 1, 2, 4, . . . . 2k until 
the rank of 2k is greater than 1, then binary search on [2k-‘, 2k) to find the mini- 
mal number whose rank is 1. 
( c=. ) Let g run in time n’ + 1. We wish to use g to compute the strong rank 
of x. In turn compute g(l), g(2), g(4), . . . . g(2k) until either g(2k) > x or g(2k) runs 
for longer than 1x1’+ 1 steps. Now, using binary search on [2k- ‘, 2k) find the mini- 
mal number t on this interval such that g(t) runs in < Ix/‘+ 1 steps and g(t) < x. 
The strong rank of x is t. Note that during the binary search, any input on which 
g takes more than 1x1’ + 1 steps is discarded as soon as it overruns this bound. 1 
DEFINITION 6.2. 1. S is tangible if there is a total function f that runs in time 
polynomial in its output size such that (Vx)[f (x) E S and f (x) > x]. 
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2. S is vaguely rankabfe if there is a function f that runs in time polynomial 
in its output size such that: 
(a) If S has elements of length 1x1 then 
f(x) is an element of S and If(x)1 = 1x1. 
(b) f(x) prints nothing if S has no elements of length (xl. 
3. We call a class C tangible (vaguely rankable) if every infinite set in C is 
tangible (vaguely rankable). 
A set is vaguely rankable if we can efficiently generate elements of a given size. 
A set is tangible if we can find some (possibly huge) element of the set that is larger 
than our input, and this can be done in time polynomial in the size of the element 
found. 
DEFINITION 6.3 [HY84]. A set S is P-printable if there is a polynomial-time 
machine M that on input l”, for all n > 0, M( 1”) prints all strings in S of size at 
most n. 
P-printable sets have been studied extensively [Ad179, HY84, BB86, HH88b, 
AR88]. 
THEOREM 6.4. The following are equivalent: 
1. P is tangible. 
2. NP is tangible. 
3. Every infinite set in NP has an infinite P-printable subset. 
THEOREM 6.5. The polynomial hierarchy is vaguely rankable if and only if 
P = PH n P/poly. 
Theorem 6.4 indicates that tangibility is equivalent to the well known question of 
whether infinite NP sets always contain some very simple sparse infinite subset. 
Part (3) of Theorem 6.4 is equivalent to “every infinite set in P has an infinite 
P-printable subset [AR88].” 
Theorem 6.5 is related work on the existence of tally sets in PH - P. If the poly- 
nomial hierarchy is vaguely rankable, then certainly there are no tally sets in 
PH - P, which is equivalent to saying that P = PH n { SI S is sparse} [HIS85]. 
Theorem 6.5 notes that if we can not only detect but also find elements of polynomial 
hierarchy sets, then P = PH n P/poly. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4. (2 a 1) Immediate. 
(3 =j 2) Let A be an infinite set in NP. By (3) A has an infinite P-printable 
subset, B. Let M be the polynomial time machine (M of Definition 6.3) that 
P-prints B. Let f(x) be the smallest string in B greater than x. Consider the 
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program: FOR i= 1x1, 1x1 + 1, . . . DO {IF M( li) prints a string s greater than x 
THEN output s and quit.} Note that f(x) is computable in time polynomial in 
If(x)/ by this program, since B is an infinite set and M is a polynomial time 
machine. Thus f is a function satisfying part 1 of Definition 6.2, and thus proving 
that A is tangible. 
(1 * 3) By an observation of David Russo (cited in [AR88]), every infinite P set 
has an infinite P-printable subset if and only if every infinite NP set has an infinite 
P-printable subset. We will show that (1) implies that every infinite P set has an 
infinite P-printable subset. Let A be an infinite set in P, and let f be the function 
of Definition 6.2 certifying that A is tangible. 
Let p be the polynomial run time off: Let si be the lexicographically smallest 
length i string, if any, that is printed within p(i) steps by f( 1 ), f( l’), . . . . f( 1 i). Let 
S= ui, 1 sj. It is easy to see that S is an infinite P-printable subset of A. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.5. ( G- ) Let SE PH n P/poly. Since SE P/poly, S has poly- 
nomial sized circuits, W.l.o.g., let polynomial p give the exact sizes of such a family 
of (descriptions of) circuits. 
Let A = ( 1’ Oy 1 I yl = p(i) and y is a circuit correctly accepting S for all inputs of 
size i}. Note that since S is in PH, we know that A E PH, and since S has small 
circuits, for each i there is some yi such that 1’ Oy, E A. Since A E PH and PH is 
vaguely rankable (by assumption), running the polynomial time vague ranker f 
from part 2 of Definition 6.2 on input lifpci)+ ’ outputs a circuit correctly comput- 
ing S on inputs of length i. Thus SE P, as to test if x E S we first run f( 1 IX1 +p(Jxi)+ ’ ) 
and view the output as a circuit. We evaluate this circuit on input string x and 
accept x if and only if the circuit accepts. 
( C= ) We assume P = PH n P/poly. Let L E PH. Note that Lfirst = {x 1 x is the 
lexicographically first length 1x1 string in L} is in P/poly (where the polynomial 
advice simply lists the first string in L of each length). Now x E Lerst if and only if 
XEL and (Vysuchthat Iy\=Ixl)[y>x+y$L]. 
So Lerst E PLecoNPL G PH. Thus Lfirs, E PH n P/poly, so by our assumption, 
Lfirst E P. Let Larch = {l’# xl(3y)[lyl=i and ~~~~~~~ and y~x}. Clearly 
L search E NP (since Lfirst E PI and Lsearch E P/poly (since the polynomial advice can 
be used to give the one string, if any, that Larst has at each length). Since Lsearch E 
NP n P/poly, we have by our assumption that Lsearch E P. So using Lsearch by binary 
search we can in polynomial time find the element of Lfirst of a given length (if any). 
Since Larst contains strings at exactly the length L does, this proves that L is 
vaguely rankable. 1 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
This paper has studied the complexity of the ranking problem and has charac- 
terized the complexity of many types of ranking. Now, with the same the certainty 
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with which we believe counting is hard, and thus with at least the certainly with 
which we believe P #NP, we know that uniform, strong, weak, and enumerative 
ranking cannot be done efficiently for all sets in P. Indeed, if any of these types of 
ranking can be done efficiently then deterministic polynomial time equals 
probabilistic polynomial time (since P = P#’ if and only if P = PP [Gi177, 
Sim751). 
Many related open questions remain. Section 2 asks if there is a world in which 
P and NP have easy ranking problems but PSPACE has hard ranking problems. 
That is, is there a relativized world in which P = P#‘# PSPACE? Also interesting 
is the question: is there a relativized world in which P and NP have easy membership 
problems but hard ranking problems? That is, is there are relativized world in 
which P = NP # P#‘? This question has recently been resolved in the affirmative 
by Ko [Ko88]. 
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